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Submarines are complex machines operating in a
dangerous environment and as such are vulnerable
to operational errors as well as technical or design
failures leading to loss of life.
.
The early days of submarine development in the
early 1900s resulted in many fatal accidents – I’m
going to talk about some of the more recent and
perhaps well known accidents.
.

Submarine basics
●
●
●
●
●

Operates at 1 Bar
Neutral buoyancy when submerged
Ballast tanks
Compartments
Propulsion

Submarine Basics
Lets ensure everyone knows the basics of submarine
operation:
.
Steel tube – the hull - which allows men inside to
operate at atmospheric pressure, the strength of the
tube resists the pressure of the water outside. Crush
depth is the depth at which this tube collapses due to
the pressure of sea water
.
When dived they operate generally at neutral buoyancy
where depth is controlled by external planes or fins
much like an aircraft.
.
To float on the surface or to dive, compressed air is used
to adjust the volume of water held in buoyancy
chambers attached to the hull.
.
Inside, the space is divided into compartments separated
by water tight doors so that in the event of an accident
such as flooding or fire, crew members can escape to
a safe part of the boat.
.
Propulsion is either nuclear or a combination of diesel on
the surface and electric battery power when
submerged. Diesels can be used at periscope depth
using a “snort” mast

Main Risks
●

Flooding / Insufficient buoyancy

●

Fire / Atmosphere contamination

●

Collision

●

Explosion

●

Power failure

●

Equipment or structural failure

●

Inadequate training

Everything has a risk on a submarine and even the
smallest failure or misjudgement can quickly lead to
a disaster if not recognised and dealt with.

Peace-time Submarine Losses
Pre WW2

Post WW2

Total

UK

25

4

29

USA

10

8

18

France

4

4

Russia/Soviet

20

20

China

?1

1

But … how many submarines do we lose?

Nuclear Powered Submarine Losses
Country

Submarine

Year

Location

Reason

USA

Thresher

1963

North Atlantic

Loss of power

USA

Scorpion

1968

North Atlantic

Unknown

Soviet Union

K-27

1982

Kara Sea

Scuttled

Soviet Union

K-8

1970

Bay of Biscay

Fire

Soviet Union

K219

1986

North Atlantic

Explosion

Soviet Union

K278 Komsomolets

1989

Barents Sea

Fire

Soviet Union

K-429

1983 & 1985

Kamchatka

Flooding

Russia

K-141 Kursk

2000

Barents Sea

Explosion

Russia

K-159

2003

Barents Sea

Sank

What about nuclear submarines - we haven’t lost
any of those have we?
Terminology - “Nuclear Submarine” generally means
“nuclear powered” …...there are also diesel
powered submarines with nuclear weapons on
board.
We are going to look at how disaster befell some of
these boats in a bit more detail – starting with HMS
Thetis

HMS Thetis

Lets start with one of the Uk’s best known and most
tragic submarine accidents.
.
This accident demonstrated how the Royal Navy
were completely unprepared for a peacetime
submarine accident.

Thetis - T Class
●

Built at Cammel Laird (Birkenhead)

●

Launched June 1938

●

1500 tons

●

Length 84m

●

Beam 8m

●

Test depth 91m

●

Complement 59

On 1st June 1939 she left Birkenhead for Liverpool
Bay to conduct her final diving trials under Lt Cmdr
Sam Bolus accompanied by tug Grebecock.
(Earlier trials – steering and planes issues)
.
As well as her normal complement of 59 men she
was carrying technical observers from Cammell
Laird and other naval personnel, a total of 103 men.
The first dive was attempted at about 14:00.
However, the submarine had difficulty diving as the
trim was incorrect and remained on the surface for
some time.
.
After 45 mins attempting unsuccessfully to dive,
Grebecock noted that Thetis submerged rather
quickly but in the absence of any signals assumed
all was well and the trim problem had been fixed.

Thetis – Torpedo Tubes

On board Thetis a survey of the water in the various tanks on
board was made. One of the checks was whether the internal
torpedo tubes were flooded. The “trim chit” specified that 5 &6
tubes should be flooded. Lieutenant Frederick Woods, the
torpedo officer, opened the test cocks on the tubes. Which
showed tube number 6 partly full and 5 empty (lower tubes in the
diagram). Torpedo tubes have an internal and external door
(called a bow cap)
.
Unknown to Woods, the test cock on tube number 5 was blocked
by some enamel paint so no water flowed out. The indicators for
the bow caps were arranged in a confusing configuration different tubes had different positions for open and close. For
reasons never fully understood Woods ordered the inner door of
tube number 5 to be opened. A 21” jet of water entered the
compartment and could not be stopped as the bow cap was
open.
.
Compartment 1 flooded immediately however compartment 1 door
could not be closed due to unsecured clips fouling the door and
the angle of the submarine - now bow down, resulted in
compartment 2 flooding as well. The submarine sank to the
bottom with the bow in 46m of water.
.
Attempts to reach the flooded forward compartment and close the
torpedo door so that compressed air could be used to force out
the water were unsuccessful. As was blowing ballast.
.
An indicator buoy was released and a smoke candle fired .

HMS Thetis

Thetis had indicated a 3hr dive so the Navy were not
alerted until 17:00, delays in the communications delayed
this until 18:00. (puncture)
.
On Thetis Lt Cdr Bolus dumped water and fuel to increase
buoyancy aft lifting the stern out of the water.
RN were unprepared and slow to react with little sense of
urgency.
Nearest Navy divers were at Scapa Flow
Lack of salvage facilities and divers in the vicinity
A search aircraft were finally airborne around sunset
Difficulties with location as Grebecock had drifted.
.
Eventually located by Destroyer Brazen by ASDIC
.
As Brazen arrived two men (Woods and Oram) made a
successful escape through the aft escape tower and were
picked up. Two more followed shortly.
.
Although the stern remained on the surface, only three RN
personnel (including Lt Woods) and one Cammell Laird
man escaped before the rest were overcome by carbon
dioxide poisoning caused by the crowded conditions, the
increased atmospheric pressure and a delay of 20 hours
before the evacuation started. 99 lives were lost in the
incident.

HMS Thetis

Board of enquiry identified six main causes for
the loss of Thetis:
- blocking of number five test-cock,
- opening of the rear-tube door,
- failure to close the watertight bulkhead door,
- failure of those on board to refloat Thetis,
- failure of assistance from the outside
- failure of those on board to escape
...but attached no blame to any one person or
organisation
.
Particularly embarrassing for the Navy as a
week before Thetis was lost, the Americans
used a diving bell to rescue all 33 surviving
crew from the submarine Squalus which sank
in 74m.

HMS Thetis

HMS Thunderbolt

Thetis was salvaged and recommissioned in 1940 as
HMS Thunderbolt….. events and recriminations
were overtaken by the war.

HMS Truculent

Wartime service
Truculent spent much of her World War II wartime
service in the Pacific Far East, except for a period
in early 1943, operating in home waters. Here, she
sank the German submarine U-30. She also took
part in Operation Source, towing the X-class midget
submarine X-6 to Norway to attack the Tirpitz,
Scharnhorst and Lützow.
.
She survived the war and returned to the United
Kingdom to continue in service with the Royal
Navy.

HMS Truculent – T Class
Built at Vickers at Barrow
Launched Sep 1942
● 1500 tons
● Length 84m
● Beam 8m
● Test depth 91m
● Complement 61
●
●

On the evening of 12 January 1950, Truculent was
returning to Sheerness, up the Thames Estuary having
completed trials after a refit at Chatham.
.
In addition to her normal complement, she was carrying an
additional 18 dockyard workers – a total of 79 men.
.
At 19:00, a ship showing green white and red lights
appeared ahead in the channel. The light sequence was
not recognised but it was decided that the ship must be
stationary.
.
Truculent could not pass to the starboard side (convention
= port to port) without running aground, the order was
given to turn to port.
.
At once, the situation became clear; the Swedish oil tanker
Divina bound for Ipswich — came out of the darkness.
The extra light indicated that she was carrying explosive
material (paraffin in this case). The two vessels collided
and remained locked together for a few seconds before
the submarine heeled over and sank in about 4 minutes
to a depth of 15 metres.

SS Divina

Divina did not immediately recognise she had hit a
submarine.
.
Five crew escaped as she was sinking and were rescued
some time later by Dutch freighter Almdijk, who raised the
alarm. (Divina’s radio was not working)
.
Those left on board made a “text book” compartment
escape (achieved by flooding up the compartment and
escaping with DSEA equipment). Although most of the
crew survived the initial collision and managed to escape,
they then perished in the freezing cold mid-winter
conditions on the mud islands that litter the Thames
Estuary.
.
10 survivors were picked up by a boat from the Divina and
five by the Dutch ship Almdijk.
64 crew and dockyard workers died mainly from exposure
.
Truculent was salvaged on 14 March 1950 and beached at
Cheney Spit. She was sold and broken up for scrap.

HMS Affray

At the time - one of the great UK submarine
mysteries and still not fully explained.

HMS Affray – Amphion Class
Built at Cammel Laird (Birkenhead)
Launched Apr 1944
● 1600 tons
● Length 85m
● Beam 6.8m
● Propulsion 4300hp diesel (3200 kW)
● Test depth 150m
● Complement 61
● Speed 18kts / 8kts
●
●

Loss
On 16 April 1951, Affray set out on a simulated war mission with a reduced crew of 50
from 61. They were joined by four individuals from the Special Boat Service and 21
engineering students and their instructors - 75 in total.
.
Her captain's orders were unusually flexible: the Marines were to be dropped off
somewhere along the south west coast of England then return under the cover of
darkness. The exercise was expected to continue until 23 April.
.
Affray left her home base at about 1600 hrs, and made normal contact to confirm
position, course, speed etc at 2100 hrs . When she missed her 0800 report the next
day she was declared missing and an immediate search began.
.
The search
A large fleet of 24 search vessels from four nations combed the English channel. There
was some urgency in the initial 48 hours of the search as it was estimated the crew
would not survive much longer than this. Nothing was found. It was almost two
months before Affray was located.
.
Discovery
On 14 June search vessel HMS Loch Insh made a sonar contact near Hurds Deep, a
deep underwater valley in the English Channel. Due to the weather being worse than
usual the crew deployed an experimental underwater camera that they had previously
been quite sceptical about. As soon as it was sent down the very first thing the
camera confirmed the wreck was Affray. She was 27 km northwest of Alderney in 86
metres of water.
.
Divers could find no evidence of collision or damage to the hull, casing or bridge and it
was noted that the search periscope and radar mast were extended, indicating she
had been at periscope depth when she foundered. However the snort mast had been
broken and lay next to the submarine. The hatches and torpedo doors were all shut
and the two emergency buoys were still located within the casing.
.
It was obvious that no attempt to escape had been made. The only external clue that the
crew had done anything to rectify their dilemma was the bow hydroplanes being set to
hard arise .

Snort Mast

Cause of loss
It was initially thought that the snort mast had broken and flooded the
submarine. (what is a snort mast?) However it showed no sign of being
struck, and it was more likely that it had broken when the sub hit the
bottom.
.
The Royal Navy had tried to scan the interior using a primitive Xray
device.This seemed to show that the internal valve for the snort mast was
in the open position, indicating that at least one compartment had
flooded.
.
One possibility is that the snort mast dropped below the surface and the
float valve jammed or somehow failed to stop the water entering the sub.
With up to 13 tons of water per minute entering the submarine this could
have caused her to drop rapidly to the bottom.
.
With a reduced crew and the trainees in the way hampering activities, there
would have been additional difficulties in stopping the inflow of water. By
the time the valve was shut or the compartments sealed off, there would
have been so much water aboard that even blowing all her ballast would
not have been sufficient to get her to the surface.
.
A battery explosion has also been suggested as a possibility. This is a real
possibility as the submarine had experienced some issues with her
batteries and was due to have this remedied in the dockyard after the
exercise.
.
RN did not explore further and Affray remains a RN war grave.
.
Other submarines that have suffered a similar fate
- French Daphne class - Minerve Eurydice and Sybille
- Possibly Israeli submarine Dakar
- Chinese Ming 361 - 2003 – 70 lives lost
- Sealion incident - 1969?

USS Thresher

USS Thresher (SSN-593) was the lead boat of her
class of nuclear-powered attack submarines in the
United States Navy. At the time it was built - 1960,
Thresher was the fastest and quietest submarine
in the world. She was considered the most
advanced weapons system of its day, created
specifically to seek out and destroy Soviet
submarines.
.
In July 1962 Thresher entered Portsmouth Shipyard
to begin a 6-month, post-shakedown repair and
maintenance schedule. As is typical with a first-ofclass boat, the work took longer than expected,
lasting nearly 9 months.

USS Thresher
Built at Portsmouth New Hampshire
Launched Jul 1960
● 3400 tons
● Length 85m
● Beam 9.8m
● Propulsion 1 PWR 11MW
● Test depth 430m
● Complement 112
● Speed 33kts
●
●

On 10 April 1963 Commanded by Lt Cmdr John Wesley Harvey, Thresher set out to
perform a deep dive to her test depth. She conducted an initial trim dive, surfaced
and then performed a second dive to half test depth.
.
The next day a dive was planned to full test depth. During the dive she was in contact
with her surface surface ship Skylark.
.
Around 300m she suffered a catastrophic failure which resulted in the loss of the boat
and the death of 129 crew and shipyard workers. .
.
The dive
Thresher commenced her dive and progressed slowly increasing her depth in 30m
increments relaying reports to the surface ship Skylark through underwater telephone.
- 0910 announcement of course change
- next message reported “experiencing minor difficulty – attempting to blow”
- shortly after an almost undecipherable but includes number 900
- No further communication and it was realised Thresher was lost along with 129 crew
and shipyard personnel.
.
So what happened?
The remains of Thresher were located on the bottom at a depth of 2800m
Subsequent analysis of SOSUS data gave likely clues to the reasons for the disaster.
- 0845: detection of Thresher Main Coolant Pumps (MCP) while at a depth of 300m.
- 0909: initial detection of Thresher non-vital bus line frequency instability at test-depth:
430m. MCPs still in FAST.
- 0910: Message from Thresher announcing a course change and no indication of any
difficulty.
- 0909: first failed attempt to deballast.
- 0911: failure of the non-vital bus after two minutes of line-frequency instability; strong
MCP acoustic signal abruptly lost.
- 0913: Thresher transmits to Skylark “Experiencing minor difficulty... attempting to blow”
- 0913: second failed attempt to deballast.
- 0917: Thresher message to Skylark includes the number 900 possibly suffixed by the
letter “N.” That number is accepted as a reference to test-depth Thesher was 900ft 300m below test depth or at 730m.
- 09:18:24: The pressure-hull and all internal compartments collapsed in about 100 ms at
a depth of 800m with an energy release equal to the explosion of 10 tons of TNT .

USS Thresher location

Initial Board of enquiry speculated that the initial problem was a brazed
pipe weld failure – however evidence now seems to confirm there was
no flooding prior to collapse of the pressure-hull.
- Flooding through a breach of the pressure-hull or a pipe expanding into
the interior of the submarine with a velocity of about 1800 mph (Mach
2.4) at Thresher 's depth of 430m. would not have been reported by
Thresher as “experiencing minor difficulties”.
- the water-jet impacting on structures within the hull, would have
generated extreme noise levels which would have been evident
during communications with Skylark and detected by SOSUS.
.
SOSUS analysis confirms the initial problem was the failure of the
primary electrical bus which shut down the submarine's Main Coolant
Pumps (MCPs) resulting in the immediate SCRAM (shut down) of the
nuclear reactor.
.
Unable to rapidly restart the reactor to regain propulsion and unable to
deballast because of the formation of ice in the ballast system,
Thresher sank to 800m where her hull collapsed.
.
The 100 ms duration of the THRESHER collapse event was significantly
less than the minimum time required for human perception of the
event hence, those onboard Thresher were unaware of the actual
collapse event; it occurred too fast to be apprehended.
.
Comments
Dock-side test with the USS TINOSA confirmed the the formation of ice
in the air-lines which made attempts to deballast ineffective.
.
Based on imagery of the wreck, the water-jet created by the initial
breaching of the Thresher pressure-hull nearly instantaneously tore
that structure, into six major sections. The velocity of the water-jet at
the calculated collapse depth of 800m was about 2600 mph (Mach
3.5).

K-129

It wasn’t just the UK and US who lost
submarines….
.
K-129 was a Russian Golf class diesel electric
strategic ballistic missile submarine which
sank on 8 March 1968 in the Pacific Ocean
causing the death of all 98 crew aboard.
.
In Feb 1968 K-129 left Kamchatka on a patrol
mission. On 24 February, she reached deep
water, conducted its test dive, returned to
the surface to report by radio that all was
well, and proceeded on patrol. No further
communication was received.
.
After unsuccessful attempts to contact K-129,
the Soviet naval headquarters announced
the K-129 "missing" . The Soviet Navy
conducted extensive search mission, but
failed to locate the K-129. .

K-129 – Golf II Class
Built at Severodvinsk
Launched 1960
● 3400 tons
● Length 100m
● Beam 8.5m
● Propulsion 3 diesel each 2000hp
● Test depth 300m
● Complement 83
● Speed 17kts / 14kts
●
●

Unknown to the Soviets, The wreckage of the
K-129 was found by US SOSUS triangulation
methods and identified in August 1968 by
the USS Halibut - NW of Oahu at a depth of
4,900m. Halibut surveyed the wreck in detail
along with (possibly) Trieste II.
.
The cause of the accident is likely to be an
explosion in one of the missile tubes - there
was photographic evidence of explosive
damage to two of the tubes. This could well
have caused a fire, flooding or atmospheric
contamination leading. The pressure hull
had not imploded hence was flooded by the
time she reached crush depth.
.
But that wasn’t the end of the story…...
.

Glomar Explorer

America recognised an opportunity to discover
details of Russian nuclear missile technology.
.
The Hughes Glomar Explorer was designed
and built under CIA contract solely for the
purpose of conducting a clandestine salvage
of K-129 to recover the Russian nuclear
weapons.
.
The salvage operation, named Project Azorian,
would be one of the most expensive and
deepest secrets of the Cold War.
.
Glomar Explorer was publicly believed to be
mining manganese nodules on the sea floor.
However, She was secretly equipped with a
massive claw device which was designed to
pick up K-129 and return it to a moon-pool on
the ship for detailed examination.

Glomar Explorer

In July–August 1974 Glomar Explorer
apparently grappled with and was able to lift
the forward half of the wreck of K-129, but as
it was raised the claw suffered a critical
failure resulting in the forward section
breaking into two pieces with the allimportant sail area and centre section falling
back to the ocean floor.
.
US claimed that little was recovered however
………. it is likely that the remains two
nuclear tipped torpedoes and key
information about the submarine
construction was recovered
.
The technical achievement in recovering part
of the submarine was considerable – the total
lift was of the order of 7000 tons from nearly
5000m..

USS Scorpion

In May 1968,The USS Scorpion sank 400 miles
south west of the Azores in the Atlantic
Ocean, killing all the 99 crew onboard.
.
On 21 May 1968 the USS Scorpion reported its
position about 50 miles south of the Azores
and no issues were suspected until it failed
to return to Norfolk on 27 May. The US Navy
launched a search and the submarine was
subsequently announced "presumed lost" on
5 June.
.
In October 1968 a deep-submergence vehicle
identified remains of the Scorpion at a depth
of 3600m

USS Scorpion – Skipjack Class
Built by General Dynamics
Launched Jul 1959
● 3000 tons
● Length 76m
● Beam 9.7m
● Propulsion 1 PWR
● Test depth 210m
● Complement 93
● Speed 15 / 33 kts
● Located Atlantic ocean 3000m down
740km SW Azores
●
●

What happened?
Analysis of data from two hydrophone arrays revealed that the loss of the ship
was precipitated by an explosive event at 1842 hours on May 22. This
event was followed 91 seconds later by a succession of events that were
thought to be implosions of internal ship bulkheads as the ship descended
past crush depth. Triangulation of sound data pointed to the location of the
wreck.
.
On October 28 the US research ship Mizar discovered the Scorpion in about
3600m of water. The following year the deep submerisible Trieste II
surveyed the wreckage. The Scorpion had broken into three large sections.
On the bow section, the torpedo room was intact, with no sign of implosion.
Apparently, it had flooded and equalized with sea pressure as the ship sank.
Two of the torpedo shutter doors either were open or ajar.
.
It would appear that the bow of Scorpion created a sizeable trench on impact
with the sea floor. The sail had been dislodged as the operations
compartment below it disintegrated, and was lying on its port side.
.
There were many conspiracy theories and rumours as most of he details were
classified until some time later.
.
A Navy investigation in 1987— using extensive photographic, video, and
eyewitness inspections of the wreckage in 1969— offered the opinion that
Scorpion's hull was crushed by implosion forces as it sank below crush
depth. The torpedo room was intact, though it had been pinched from the
operations compartment by massive hydrostatic pressure. The central
section was largely obliterated by sea pressure and the engine room had
telescoped 15m forward into the hull by collapse pressure when the
junction failed between the auxiliary machine space and the engine room.
.
The breakup noises occurred at 610m when the hull failed. Fragments then
continued in a free fall for another 2,700m. They concluded that an
explosive event was unlikely.
.
US Navy still concludes “that an unexplained catastrophic event occurred ”

K-219

K-219 was a Yankee-class ballistic missile
submarine of the Soviet Navy. She carried 16
liquid-fuel missiles equipped with an
estimated 34 nuclear warheads.
.
In October 1986 K-219 was involved in what
has become one of the most controversial
submarine incidents during the Cold War.

K-219 – Yankee Class
Launched Oct 1971
9000 tons
● Length 130m
● Beam 11.7m
● Propulsion 290 MW PWR
● Test depth 400m
● Complement 120
● Speed 26 kt
●
●

In Oct 1986 While on a routine patrol in the North Atlantic 1,000
km northeast of Bermuda, the 15-year-old K-219 suffered an
explosion and fire in a missile tube. The seal in a missile hatch
cover failed, allowing saltwater to leak into the missile tube and
react with residue from the missile's liquid fuel.
.
So what happened?
The weapons officer reported water in missile tube No. 6, and
Captain Britanov ordered an ascent to a safe depth of 46 meters
to pump dry the missile tube. Brown clouds of oxidant began
issuing from the tube . Most personnel left the space, but nine
people remained in the compartment. The crew carried out
initial damage control measures, and sealed all compartments.
.
Five minutes later, an explosion occurred in missile tube No. 6. Two
sailors were killed outright in the explosion, and a third died
soon afterwards from toxic gas poisoning. Through a breach in
the hull, the vessel immediately started taking on sea water,
quickly sinking to a depth in excess of 300 metres . Sealing of all
of the compartments and full engagement of the sea water
pumps enabled the depth to be stabilised
.
Although the nuclear reactor should have automatically shut down,
it had not. Twenty-year-old seaman Sergei Preminin, with
instruction from the Chief Engineer, successfully shut down the
reactor. However, a large fire within the compartment, had
raised the pressure and when Preminin tried to leave the
compartment, the pressure difference prevented him from
opening the door, and he subsequently died of asphyxiation in
the reactor compartment.

K-219

Captain Britanov surfaced K-219 on battery power alone.
He was then ordered to have the ship towed by a Soviet
freighter back to her home port some 7,000 kilometres
away. Towing attempts were unsuccessful, and after
further poison gas leaks into the aft compartments and
against orders, Britanov ordered the crew to evacuate
onto the towing ship, but remained aboard K-219
himself.
.
Moscow (displeased) ordered the security officer, to
assume command, transfer the surviving crew back to
the submarine, and return to duty. Before those orders
could be carried out, however, the flooding reached a
point beyond recovery and K-219 sank to the bottom of
the Atlantic in a depth of about 6,000 m . Britanov
abandoned ship shortly before the sinking. K-219's full
complement of nuclear weapons was lost along with the
vessel.
.
In 1988, the Soviet hydrographic research ship Keldysh
positioned itself over the wreck and found the submarine
sitting upright on the sandy bottom. It had broken in two,
aft of the conning tower. Several missile silo hatches had
been forced open, and the missiles, along with the
nuclear warheads they contained, were gone……..

K-278 Komsomolets

K-278 Komsomolets, is the only Soviet Mike
class nuclear attack submarine. She sank in
the Norwegian Sea on 7 April 1989 causing
the death of 42 of 69 men aboard.
.
K-278 was designed in response to a challenge
to develop an advanced submarine that
could carry a mix of torpedoes and cruise
missiles with conventional or nuclear
warheads and was commissioned in
December 1983.

K-278 Komsomolets – Mike Class
Built
Launched May 1983
● 7000 tons
● Length 117m
● Beam 10.7m
● Propulsion 1 PWR 190MW one shaft
● Test depth 1000m
● Complement 69
● Speed 14 Kts / 30 Kts
● Located Barents sea 1600m down
●
●

K-278 had a double hull, the inner one being composed of titanium, which
gave her an operating depth of over 1000m - far greater than that of the
best American or British submarines. An escape capsule was fitted in the
sail above these compartments to enable the crew to abandon ship in the
event of an underwater emergency. The submarine used a single
conventional pressurised-water reactor.
.
On 7th April 1989 around 11:00 when operating at about 400m in the
Norwegian Sea about 200 miles north of the Norwegian mainland, a high
pressure air line fractured in the 7th compartment. The high pressure air
pipe fractured an oil pipe which sprayed oil onto a hot surface and a fire
broke out. Freon was unsuccessful, and the increased pressure from the air
line caused the fire to spread to the next compartments through the wiring
ducts despite the hatches being closed.
.
The nuclear reactor shutdown leaving the submarine with no power. The
submarine is brought to the surface by blowing the main ballast. The fire
continued to burn reaching temperatures in excess of 1000 deg C forcing
most of the crew to make their way to the forward casing to await rescue.
Acoustic tiles start to peel off the hull with the heat, Delays in rescue…..
.
K-278 begins to sink by the stern. Life rafts are inflated, one overturns, the
other is caught as the submarine goes down. Six men left on board as the
submarine sinks. They escape in the rescue pod which fails to release until
the submarine is deep. On the surface the hatch blows then it sinks in the
rough sea. One man escapes.
.
A Russian trawler picked up 30 crew members. 42 of the 69 crew died most of
them of hypothermia in the 2 deg waters of the Barents sea
.
An expedition in mid-1994 revealed some plutonium leakage from one of the
two nuclear torpedoes. In 1995, Keldysh set out to seal the hull fractures in
Compartment 1 and cover the nuclear warheads, and declared success.
The Russian government has declared the risk of radioactive contamination
of the environment negligible until 2015 or 2025.
.
The boat is currently resting on the floor of the Barents Sea, 1650m deep, with
its nuclear reactor and two nuclear warheads still on board

K-141 Kursk

K-141 Kursk was an Oscar-II class nuclear-powered cruisemissile submarine of the Russian Navy which was lost
with all hands when it sank in the Barents Sea on 12
August 2000.
.
Kursk was part of Russia's Northern Fleet, which had
suffered funding cutbacks throughout the 1990s. Little
work was done to maintain even the most essential
front-line equipment, including search and rescue
equipment. Northern Fleet sailors had gone unpaid in the
mid-1990s. During her five years of service, Kursk
completed only one mission, a six-month deployment to
the Mediterranean during the summer of 1999 to
monitor the United States Sixth Fleet responding to the
Kosovo crisis. This was apparently due to a lack of funds.
As a result, many of her crew had spent little time at sea
and were inexperienced
.
The design represented the highest achievement of Soviet
nuclear submarine technology. They were the largest
attack submarines ever built and were designed to
defeat an entire United States aircraft carrier group.
.
The outer hull, made of high-nickel, high-chrome content
stainless steel 8.5 mm thick, had exceptionally good
resistance to corrosion and a weak magnetic signature
which helped prevent detection by U.S. magnetic
anomaly detector systems. There was a 2m gap to the
50.8 mm thick steel pressure hull.

K-141 Kursk – Oscar II Class
Built Severodvinsk
Launched May 1994
● 18000 tons
● Length 154m
● Beam 18.2m
● Propulsion 2 PWR 2 shaft shaft
● Test depth 500m
● Complement 112
● Speed 16 Kts / 32 Kts
● Salvaged - Barents sea 100m down
●
●

On 10 August 2000, Kursk joined the "Summer-X"
exercise, the first large-scale naval exercise planned
by the Russian Navy in more than a decade.
On the first day of the exercise, all went well - Kursk
successfully launched an anti-ship missile armed
with a dummy warhead. Two days later, on the
morning of 12 August, she prepared to fire dummy
torpedoes at the Kirov-class battlecruiser.

.
The dummy attack on the Kirov did not happen and
there was no further communication from Kursk
.
So what happened?
At 11:28 local time, there was an explosion while
preparing to fire the test torpedo. This was
unnoticed by the participants in the exercise and it
was some time before Kursk was reported as
missing.
.
The test torpedo used HTP propellant and the Russian
Navy's final report concluded that the HTP, a form of
highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide seeped
through a faulty weld in the torpedo casing. When
HTP comes in contact with a catalyst (eg copper), it
rapidly expands generating vast quantities of heat
steam and oxygen.

Kursk diagram

The pressure produced by the expanding HTP ruptured the
kerosene fuel tank in the torpedo and set off an
explosion equal to 100–250 kilograms of TNT.
.
The submarine sank in 108 metres. 135 seconds later, a
second explosion was equivalent to 3-7 tons of TNT
ocurred. The heat had triggered the warheads of
between five and seven other torpedoes to detonate,
creating an explosion that measured 4.2 on the Richter
scale and recorded on seismographs across Europe.
.
The explosions blew a large hole in the hull and collapsed
the first three compartments of the sub, killing or
incapacitating all but 23 of the 118 personnel on board –
who were the other side of the reactor.
.
The 23 survivors of the explosion survived for perhaps a
day in compartment 9 but were killed by a fire and
subsequent CO poisoning due to an explosion of oxygen
generating equipment in the compressed atmosphere.
.
Water leaking through the prop shaft seal slowly increased
the compartment pressure, increasing the toxicity of
atmospheric contaminants and making escape
impossible

Kursk accident damage

Several foreign navies offered assistance, but Russia
refused all help until five days after the accident when
it was too late. Attempts at rescue by using the
Russian Priz rescue submarines was unsuccessful.
.
Eventually on 21 August Norwegian and Russian
divers found 24 bodies in the ninth compartment, the
turbine room at the stern of the boat. The senior
officer surviving wrote a note listing the names of 23
sailors who were alive in the compartment after the
ship sank.
.
Kursk carried a potassium superoxide KO2 cartridge of
a chemical oxygen generator, used to absorb carbon
dioxide and chemically release oxygen during an
emergency. A cartridge probably became
contaminated with sea water and caused a flash fire
which consumed the available oxygen.
.
Analysis showed that some men temporarily survived
the fire by plunging under water, as fire marks on the
bulkheads indicated the water was at waist level at
the time. Ultimately, the remaining crew burned to
death or suffocated
.

Kursk accident damage

The UK experimented with HTP powered
torpedoes but after an explosion in 1955 in
which HMS Sidon was sunk in Portland
Harbour Twelve men in the forward
compartments died instantly and seven
others were seriously injured. HTP was
deemed unsafe.
.
More recently Two sailors were killed in 2008
when emergency oxygen generating
equipment exploded in HMS Tireless under
the Arctic ice pack

Kursk accident damage

.

K-152 Nerpa

Everything is dangerous in a submarine! Here is an
example of how even safety system can cause a
disaster…
.
K-152 Nerpa is an 8,140-tonne Akula-class submarine
nuclear-powered attack submarine.
.
In Nov 2008, she suffered an accident when it was
undergoing sea trials in the Sea of Japan.
.
Accidental activation of the fire-fighting system released
Freon(Halon) gas into the two forward compartments of
the submarine causing the death of six crew and 14
civilian workers injuring another 21. The cause of the
activation was not established.
.
Construction was started in 1993, but suspended due to
lack of funding. The Indian Navy sponsored the building
and sea trials of the submarine provided it was given to
the Indian Navy on lease for 10 years. It was launched as
K-152 Nerpa in October 2008 and entered service with
the Russian Navy in late 2009. The submarine was
leased to the Indian Navy in 2011 after extensive trials,
and was formally commissioned into service as INS
Chakra II
.
.

HMS Artemis - 1971

Last UK submarine sinking
.
A classic example of what happens with poor
management and failure to follow the standard
procedures
.
HMS Artemis – Amphion Class submarine….sank
while refuelling 1971while tied up at HMS Dolphin
in Gosport.
.
So what happened?
Fuel/ballast tanks were being filled with water prior to
refuelling. Submarine sank lower and lower in the
water the duty watch did not notice – water flowed
in the fwd torpedo hatch then aft hatch which could
not be shut as shore power cables were passing
through it.
.
12 crew were on board at the time of the accident.
3 trapped in the forward compartment when she went
down in 9 metres of water.
Rescued by divers. Very embarrassing for the Royal
Navy

HMS Artemis - 1971

She was raised 5 days later and sold for breaking up
in 1972.

